Case report of syncope during a transcranial direct current stimulation experiment in a healthy adult participant

Dear Editor:

We report the following syncope case observed during a transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) study. There are no known cases of syncope during tDCS with human participants [1,2]. The participant was a healthy, 23 year old female. In the prescreening questionnaire she disclosed no history of prior closed head injury, loss of consciousness, family history of epilepsy, or history of seizures or febrile seizures [3,4]. The only medication that she reported taking was the oral contraceptive Lutera. On the day of the event, the participant reported no additional risk factors such as sleep pattern changes or deprivation, changes in food and water consumption, medication changes, occult drug use, or high doses of caffeine.

Cathodal tDCS stimulation was delivered over the right temporoparietal junction (CP6) with an intensity of 2mA using a 4 × 1 ring electrode montage. We used a neuroConn DC-Stimulator MC (München, Germany) to administer the stimulation. The participant had not previously undergone tDCS.

The setting was an on-campus research lab that conducts nonclinical decision making experiments. The participant was seated on a chair with her back supported and both feet on the floor. The event occurred about 1 min into the stimulation procedure. The participant informed the experimenters that she felt nauseous and dizzy, and the experimenters asked the participant if she was feeling all right and if she would like to continue. The participant responded that she wanted to stop the procedure and the experimenters terminated the stimulation immediately. The participant fainted a few seconds after the stimulation was discontinued. The time elapsed from the first moment the participant indicated that she felt nauseous and dizzy to the moment that the participant lost consciousness was approximately 30 seconds. The experimenters caught the participant to prevent injury and laid her down on the floor. The experimenters noted no obvious physical symptoms besides loss of consciousness. After about 10 seconds, the participant revived, sat up, and responded when spoken to. The participant was able to identify correctly where she was, and reported that she believed that she had fallen asleep. After the participant regained consciousness the experimenters noted the pallor in her face but did not check pulse and blood pressure. After about 30 minutes of observation with no symptoms of nausea or dizziness the participant left the laboratory. She was withdrawn from the study and did not undergo further tDCS testing.

In a follow-up survey, the participant informed the experimenters that she experienced anxiety before the stimulation related to the syringes used to fill the electrode holders with electroconductive gel during the application of the electrodes. She also reported that, on another occasion, she had fainted after reading a description of open-heart surgery and that she had always found medical environments disturbing.

Although we are not clinicians, we believe that the most likely diagnosis is syncope (see the syncope video on the Brain Stimulation website http://www.brainstimjrnl.com/content/mmc_library). We believe that this event was most likely not a case of neurogenic seizures since for a healthy participant with no neurologic disorder or use of psychotropic substances, it seems unlikely that this event resulted from brief tDCS stimulation. No twitches or jerks that might indicate myoclonic muscle contractions were observed during the event [5]. In addition, the participant's rapid recovery of consciousness, without apparent confusion, is more consistent with syncope than seizure [6,7].

In the IRB approved prescreening questionnaire the participant answered “No” to the question “Have you ever suffered from febrile convulsions in infancy or had recurrent fainting spells or syncope?” The question might appear confusing to participants without a medical background. After this incident, we changed the questionnaire by separating the part of the question about febrile convulsions in infancy from the question about fainting spells. We also added the question “Have you ever fainted or felt that you might faint during a medical or clinical procedure, such as when having blood drawn or having your blood pressure taken?” to the prescreening questionnaire to help minimize the risk of future incidence.
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